ADDENDUM TO FINANCING MEMORANDUM SL9803-9806/9808
National Programme for Slovenia

Within the Framework of Phare assistance to Slovenia the Addendum outlined below has
been made under the 1998 budget of National Programme for Slovenia.

Article 1 – Nature and Subject

The Financing Memorandum SL9803-9806/9808 is modified in accordance with the
Implementation Arrangements provided in the Annex.

Article 2

All the other Terms and Conditions of the original Financing Memorandum SL9803-
9806/9808 remain unchanged.

Article 3 – Number of Copies

The Addendum to this Financing Memorandum is drawn up in duplicate in the English
language.

Article 4 – Entry into Force

The Addendum to the Financing Memorandum SL9803-9806/9808 shall enter into force on
the date of signature by both parties.

Ljubljana
Date, 22-12-2000

The RECIPIENT,

For THE COMMUNITY,

Annex